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Removal of the central panel
Increased space and light inside the booth 

with power module now placed within 

upholstery under the fold out oak shelf.

Ergonomic shelf
Leaner profiled shape to fit the users 

and maximize space within the booth, 

now available in a NEW gray color.

Improved ventilation
2 discreet fans (previously 1) relocated 

in ceiling of the booth for more efficient 

ventilation and air flow.

Enhanced Mobility
Discrete castors under floor, allow 

for effortless booth relocation and 

maximum flexibility.

Hushphone Upgraded Features 

Improved acoustic glass 
Full rear glass acoustic glass & 

improved acoustic glass door for 

better overall acoustics.



middle column + -

Rw of rear acoustic glass 31 dB 35 dB

location of the fans middle column ceiling

profiled shelf increases

the amount of space inside
- +

Rw of the entire product measured  

by engineering method
32 dB 34 dB

number of fans 1 2

single fan maximum airflow 104 m3/h 140 m3/h

Rw glass door 34 db 35 db

total height of the product 87in 88in

integrated castors operating after  

unscrewing the levelling feet
- +

eco friendly packaging - +

undercuts in the upper and lower  

upholstered panels
- +

Hushphone Comparison 

Gen 2

Hushphone Gen 2.0



The NEW Hushphone Gen 2.0 has comfortable 

acoustics at 35dB*, a significant increase from  

previous rating of 32dB.

*Acoustics in the new Hushphone Gen 2 have been improved by 

adding enhanced acoustic glass into the rear wall as well as the door.

Hushphone Acoustics 



Stylish dimmer dial upgrade, so you 

increase lighting and fan to suit your 

needs.

Improved acoustic glass door for better 

overall acoustics. 

Enhanced ventilation routing 

implemented.  
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